EMPOWERING YOUNG PEOPLE AFFECTED BY VIOLENCE TO KEEP THEMSELVES AND OTHERS SAFE

At StreetDoctors we are determined to meet the needs of young people affected by
violence. This is even more urgent as these are the same young people who, as a result
of the pandemic, are now further at risk because of disruption to their education, rising
unemployment and the closing down of opportunities.

DELIVERY OPTIONS
We have created three options to suit the different circumstances and restrictions of
the pandemic, along with new safeguarding measures and an updated Partner Toolkit
to help you support young people before, during and after the session:

1. Digital Delivery

All participants are remote
Available for bleeding and knocked out sessions via Zoom and
Microsoft Teams

A digital version of our award-winning ‘What to do if someone is bleeding’ and
‘What to do when someone is knocked out’ sessions means young people can
continue to learn life-saving first aid skills to keep themselves and others safe
during the pandemic. Sessions are delivered by our volunteers as a live webinar,
straight to young people’s personal devices, with interactive features to
replicate the experience and impact of a face to face session. Feedback from
delivery partners and young people who have attended digital sessions has been
universally positive, and on a par with the responses we receive at standard
sessions. Maximum 15 young people in 1 session.

2. Remote Delivery to a Face to Face Group
Trainer only is remote
Available for bleeding and knocked out sessions

The same live online session as ‘Option 1’, delivered by our volunteers to a
socially distanced group of young people at a delivery partner’s premises.
Maximum 30 young people in 1 session.

3. Socially Distanced Face to Face Delivery

All participants are present (from June 2021)
Available by request for bleeding and knocked out sessions

A socially distanced version of our standard sessions, which can be delivered
by our volunteers face to face, at a delivery partner’s premises.

HOW TO MAKE A BOOKING
•

For more information about becoming a StreetDoctors delivery partner, email Sarah Bloxham,
Partnerships Manager, at sarah@streetdoctors.org
For London delivery partnerships, email Meghan Wimlett, London Partnerships Officer,
at meghan@streetdoctors.org

•
•

Or visit https://streetdoctors.org/our-programmes/book-our-programmes/

